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Abstract 
Adaptive black band insertion improve blur phenomenon 

that caused by hold type issue of LCD, the approach 
regulate charge time by OE signal  to control black 
inserted ratio, and the charge time be modified according  
the motion quantity of displaying content. 

  
 

1. Objectives and Background 
  

There are many black insertion approaches to be 
published in recent years, but the majority of these 
articles require double frame rate function and it need 
a high-speed large-capacity frame memory, thus lead 
to high cost issue [1, 2], and furthermore conventional 
black insertion technology TCON require frame 
memory to store input image data, the EEPROM to 
store gamma curve, and work in the high speed 
frequency to achieve the goal of double the frame rate 
[3], the method will lead to produce some temperature 
issue and increase most production cost. (Figure 1) In 
this report, it could be able to insert different black 
level into each gray, in the lower gray the darker black 
level is inserted, it can make blur reduction, on the 
other hand brighter black level is inserted into higher 
gray, so it not only improve flicker phenomenon but 
also keep high contrast. This approach TCON doesn’t 
requite double frame rate process and multi-gamma 
curves, still can complete the goal of different black 
level be inserted into different gray, so it is cost-
effective method. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The structure of conventional BI 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  

The oscillogram of conventional BI gate driver 
 
 

2. Device Structure and Principle  
 

2.1 Essential Principle of LCD Driver 
 

The principle of LCD driver can be divided into 
two parts, one is source driver which provides voltage 
signal corresponds to gray for each element of LCD 
panel (cell), another one is the gate driver which 
controls switch of each row element’s charge time, the 
gate signals is scanning in succession, therefore if 
LCD panel resolution is M (width) x N (Height), 
panel will be divided into N times to charge in a frame 
time 16.6ms(60Hz), when each gate line opens, the 
voltage from the source driver will  charge a row 
cells of entire panel. Moreover all gates are separated 
by the OE (output enable) signals to avoid charge two 
lines in the same time, if the OE signal is high, the 
gate signals will be closed. (Figure 2) 

 
 

2.2 Structure of Source Driver 
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The basic concept and schematic structure of 

adaptive black band insertion are shown in figure 3, 
the TCON is a timing controller, which supply source 
driver IC with 60Hz image data, and provide gate 
driver with switch control signals. ABBI source driver 
IC receives 60Hz data, it will produce 120Hz alternate 
data and black output signals by itself. In the 
conventional BI scheme, source driver merely 
received 120Hz data from TCON, could not produce 
black level by itself, so conventional BI scheme 
TCON must operate in 120Hz to alternate data with 
black. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. The structure of ABBI 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. The oscillogram of ABBI gate driver 

 
 

2.3 Structure of Gate Driver 
 

In figure 4 the gate 1 to N is switched according as 
OE signal, to assume that the resolution of panel is M 
(width) x N (Height) and black insertion ratio is half 
of a frame time, the first step when the gate 1 is 

opened, the data voltages will be conveyed to first row 
cells of the panel from the source driver until the OE 
signal is in high status, afterward the gate N/2 is 
opened, the black voltages is conveyed to the N/2 row 
cells, if the image content is motion picture the OE 
single in high status times will change to short 
gradually, so the cells have sufficient times to be 
charged to darker black lever, thus ABBI can attain 
the goal of improving motion quality, and further, if 
displaying static picture the OE single in high status 
will change to long gradually, therefore black 
insertion will be turn off to keep the contrast. 

 
 

2.4 Flow Cart of OE control 
 

OE signal control depend on the condition of image 
data, if displaying static picture the width of OE in the 
black period will be alter to longer gradually, if 
picture maintain static sequentially, the width will be 
constrain to equal the maximum value, on the other 
hand if playing a movie, the OE control will be 
contrary. The flow chart is showed in figure 5. 
However, on the calculation of motion quantity, 
merely calculate the averages of some parts of image, 
and compare with previous value, then count the 
numbers of the different parts, as the result motion 
quantity can be calculated easily. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. The flow chart of OE control 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

The measure method of ABBI by the photo sensor 
is illustrated with figure 6, we used photo sensor 
which is fixed in center of the panel to detect degree 
of different inserted black level of gray with scrolling 
left gray bar pattern in 20 ppf. The result with 
different OE width conditions showed in figure 7, if 
the moving picture is detected by calculation motion 
quantity, OE width signal is regulated to shorter, so 
the cell have sufficient time to charge with black level 
voltage, the approach was verified with a standard 26 
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inch LCD, and it can reduce motion blur phenomenon 
efficiently without overdrive, MPRT decrease from 
26.9ms to 10.1ms. (Figure 8、9) 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Measure method of ABBI 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. The results of different OE width 

 

 
We verified the proposed method experimentally, as 

a result of this investigation, ABBI is able to reduce 
motion blur without sacrificing image quality, the 
advantages is showed below  
1. Easily to control black insertion intensity: merely 

control OE signal. 
2. Brightness and contrast specification surpasses the 

conventional BI: brighter black level is inserted into 
high gray, darker black level is inserted into low 
gray. 

3. ABBI flicker degree is lower than conventional: 
Human visual flicker perceive is more sensitively in 
high luminosity than low luminosity, therefore this 
proposal insert brighter black level into high 
luminosity. (Red ellipse in the figure 7) 

 
Fig. 8. MPRT=26.9ms without ABBI 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. MPRT=10.1ms with ABBI 

4. Conclusion 
 

In summary, to achieve the best motion quality and 
flicker reduction simultaneously on LCD, we adopt 
ABBI to improve the appearance, ABBI is able to 
realize efficiently to control black insertion ratio. We 
verified our approach with a standard 26 inch LCD, 
and the exhibition is demonstrated successfully at the 
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10th international Flat Panel Display exposition in 
Taiwan 2008. 
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